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INTRODUCTION

Pointgenie is a platform that was born before 
the cryptocurrency era and was created to solve 
problems in the real world. Geniecoins it’s not 
another useless cryptocurrency, Genies are here to 
change the way we exchange goods and services 
by having fun at the same time. We are evolving 
constantly and we created an ecosystem simple to 
understand for consumers, advertisers, creators, 
and businesses.

In traditional commerce there is a big push on 
offering rewards, cash back and other perks to 
incentivize the shopping or visit to a specific place. 
Pointgenie makes this process natural, automatic 
and powered by blockchain, artificial intelligence 
and the community.
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OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

PROBLEM & SOLUTION

Actual Problem

We’ve seen the news and the recent growth of social media and social 
networks giants that make billions and so that stakeholders and 
founders are very happy and wealthy. But, did we stop to think how is 
that possible? We’ll answer that:  YOU HAVE MADE THAT POSSIBLE.
 
To help you visualize hov w you contribute we’re going to present the 
most famous example: Facebook. Your favorite social network has never 
created a piece of content, has more than 2.5 trillion posts and we’re 
pretty sure you contribute a lot to that number. Another case of study is 
Twitter, In 2016 500 million tweets were sent daily through the platform.

Second question is: How much money have you made from that? 
Unless you’re an influencer with thousands of followers and brands that 
reach out to you and pay you to promote their products, you are making 
NOTHING.
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If you’re a business and you 

are paying to run ads (on 

their platform by the way) 

and bring customers to 

your business you are NOT 

making “A SINGLE PENNY”.

Pointgenie has developed 

an ecosystem for wealth 

creation in which you get 

paid for posting, sharing and 

curating content. Pretty fun? 

We will go into full detail in a 

little bit.

Our Value Proposition:
Problem & Solution

Now the second problem 

Calling friends asking for the status 

of a place, visiting empty spots, 

spending time looking for a parking 

spot, asking bouncers to let you in 

into a place to see if that’s the type 

of crowd you are looking for or even 

paying the cover in some venues.

All these challenges are part of the 

life of millions of people who go out 

to enjoy some time off by dining, 

clubbing, or getting together with 

friends. We know so many out there 

have had these same experiences, 

we know it’s frustrating. This is 

the reason of the development of  

Pointgenie App.



OUR SOLUTION
t
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PointGenie offers a unique 
solution by providing real-time 
status based on crowd attendance. 
This capability will promote rapid 
growth on a vast and virgin market.

Our tool provides social destination 
attendee status in a very simple 
traffic light form(emoji faces) 
where users report their perception 
of venue atmosphere with three 
colors: Green(happy face) for you 
must go, Yellow(neutral face) the 
venue is fine but not too good 
and Red(sad face) which stands 
for don’t spend your time going. 
Besides the emoji faces there are 
also three vertical bars that stands 
for the attendance status:  Low, 
Medium and Large.

The app provides the most sophisticated 

statistics such as the total number of 

people and the mix of men and women 

visiting places around you. The App 

offers filters that help users find the 

desired type of crowd from a crowded or 

almost empty location, to provide a more 

tailored experience.

Cutting edge algorithms and artificial 

intelligence are used to generate the 

key data that is provided on Pointgenie, 

but the best data comes in from the 

community. The users are the reporters 

of the place status in a very simple and 

friendly interface that allows them to 

share and get rewarded for doing so.

Our service solves the 
problem of trying to find 
the perfect place to go.

“ “
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REWARDS THROUGH TOKENIZATION

By tokenizing our services, Pointgenie reward Users in 
their local area who complete tasks that inherently create 
value, like posting on social media, writing a brief review, 
checking in into places and so forth. 

GeniePoints are earned in the PointGenie Mobile app and at 
a later moment in our portal these would be converted into 
GenieCoins which can later be exchanged or traded in crypto 
exchanges. These GeniePoints/GenieCoins will eventually 
become money with more freedom than a mere coupon.

Those consumers who work hard to contribute, participate 
and spend their coins frequently are tracked by the 
immutable ledger and given a challenge or quests which 
allow them to earn more GeniePoints to use or exchange 
for fiat currencies.

Our self-sustaining ecosystem recycles value in an airtight 
manner, meaning merchants don’t have to breakeven to win 
loyal users, and can get real advertising results in exchange 
for a small discount in the form of GeniePoints.



GENIE PARALLEL DIMENSION
THE INTERSECTION OF POINTGENIE WITH NFT’S

Let’s explain the NFT’s concept before getting into the details.

Fungible assets are identical and therefore interchangeable. Currency is an example, 
a dollar bill can be exchanged for another dollar bill and can also be divisible in 
different combinations of coins (100) representing the value. But these items can 
have slight differences and may have no impact on their perceived or value.

You cannot have a 100 dollar bill that is worth 1000.

On the contrary, Non fungible are unique and identifiable, so items, things or assets 
that are not replaceable nor interchangeable are known as non-fungible.

Each NFT’s have their own identity that impacts their core valuation. To understand 
the concept, art pieces are unique and even when the creator wants to duplicate 
them the result will be different. Even when a copy of a Monalisa is out there and 
can be sold as the original, the person who sells it knows that it doesn’t own the 
original. 

We also have the concept in trading collectible cards as a kid, a rare card or a limited 
edition plays an important role in the valuation of a card.
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UNIQUE VERIFIABLE IRREPLACEABLE INDIVISIBLE

THEY ARE
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UNLOCKING A REAL-WORLD 
LOCATION IN A GENIE METAVERSE

When I was a kid I was fascinated with technology, science, and the idea of being in 

this existence, thinking that probably another self might exist in another dimension.

NFT’s in Pointgenie allow us to transcend those limits. Now let’s get one layer deep. 

You probably played the Monopoly game or heard about it at any point in life, now 

think of the PointGenie dimension as that board that you had at home where every 

location that was sold and every transaction that was made was happening in that 

board game, remember another family is playing the same game maybe with 

custom rules but that doesn’t impact your game at home.
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Unlocking a real-world 
location in a Genie Metaverse

As you might remember, every location has a different price based on where it was 

located, I was always happy to own Park Ave properties because those were the 

ones that paid more anytime someone stopped by. The real world operates the 

same way, a real estate in downtown Manhattan  doesn’t hold the same value as 

an estate in buffalo New York, also a restaurant that has a revenue of 100k a day 

doesn’t hold the same value as a business with 5k of revenue per day.

Every latitude and longitude coordinated in the world is Unique, and this number 

is indivisible. The same happens in the PointGenie App, every location from the 

real world has a unique ID mapped to the real-world location. But, the interesting 

thing is that every location generates GeniePoints from the real-world interaction. 

Every Time someone checks-in into a place and reports the status and uploads 

a picture or video it generates value and the owner of that location will earn and 

receive points. 



PointGenie NFT’s are not like any NFT’s on 

the market, every NFT is leased on a smart 

contract and can be only transferable or 

sold in the specific condition of the smart 

contract. The location NFT’s will track 

and share the earning information with 

the public, more interaction with a place 

will make the place more desirable and 

valuable through the time.

NFT’s Properties can be sold and transferred 

in the PointGenie marketplace; creators can 

create their piece of art and content and 

sell it in our community. As the community 

grows the platform it becomes more 

aware of the fact that the benefits and the 

opportunities to earn are unlimited.

It is now time to get your property early 

as the release will be limited. Once smart 

contracts are executed, we cannot change 

or modify conditions.
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Unlocking a real-world 
location in a Genie Metaverse

We are creating 
our own 
marketplace to 
BUY/SELL and 
trade NFT’s as 
other type of 
assets within 
PointGenie 
ecosystem.

“
“



HOW BLOCKCHAIN CAN HELP?

ADOPTION IS JUST A MATTER OF TIME

Blockchain is like a software platform 

that runs on a network of its own 

participants instead of a central server. 

Blockchains usually use cryptocurrency 

as a medium of exchange for whatever is 

being transferred between the network’s 

users, like space on a cloud storage 

platform, bandwidth on a decentralized 

VPN service, or digitized money in 

solutions like Bitcoin or Ethereum. 

Middlemen have no place on Blockchain 

and Pointgenie. 

Pointgenie Location-based app and 

blockchain ecosystem is a pertinent 

application for this technology because 

it can better align the interests of 

those being targeted and those doing 

the targeting, nurturing a mutually 

beneficial connection between them.
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Pointgenie’s ecosystem helps to drive transparency in location-based 
advertising, providing better reach for local businesses and offering 
customers a better deal in exchange. Mobile devices have the capability 
to be the tool to help users have better shopping and local experiences. 
Pointgenie is helping users find the next terrific experience while 
creating wealth.



We understand that being free is not enough; we are an innovation 
that solves problems and challenges. Pointgenie has two platforms to 
overcome real world obstacles.

POINTGENIE DEVELOPED FOR THE MASSES

An ecosystem for anyone that 
wants to use a cutting-edge 
mobile app, social network, 

location-based app to explore 
the world and receive real 
time data from their local 

environment.

An ecosystem that runs on the 
Ethereum blockchain and can 
be adopted for cryptocurrency 
users to create wealth.
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GAMIFICATION AND TOKENIZATION OF THE ECOSYSTEM

Gamification may be a term that you probably use or heard but the 
idea of using game-thinking and a game mechanic to solve a problem, 
engage the audience and cross with blockchain is exciting. We know 
about the successful use of this strategy in products such as ZYNGA 
Farmville, Foursquare and others, but how will this have an impact 
in our daily life? The interplay among challenge, achievement, and 
reward not only allows you to train your brain but intrinsically reinforce 
and turn the experience into a game that can produce unprecedented 
behavior change.



POINTGENIE PRODUCTS 

iOS and Android mobile 
app for crypto and non- 
cryptocurrency users

Content creator/curator 
platform (Pointgenie 

app, iOS currently) 
Android in development

iOS and Android mobile 
app for crypto and non-
cryptocurrency users 
with wallet built-in

Genie Exchange/
marketplace

Telegram app Genie marketplace

Website and (mobile 
site coming soon) Wallets

Learning center
Business dashboard 

and merchant 
platform(operational)
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Pointgenie’s through its mobile app offers rewards in the form of 
GeniePoints to location based users when they check-in into their 
favorite places such as participating restaurants, bars, movie theaters, 
gas stations, gyms, nightclubs, government offices, online shopping, 
retail stores among an innumerable of categories that will be integrated 
into the ecosystem, other activities such as posting, liking, commenting 
and referring friends are also rewarded with GeniePoints.

When people understand the benefits of receiving GeniePoints for 
having interactions and learn how to redeem them into Fiat currency 
(USD dollars or Euros etc.) they will discover that it is more exciting, fun 
and secure than traditional cash backs and loyalty programs.

Pointgenie is an ecosystem for everyone to adopt 
cryptocurrency into their everyday life through rewards, 
users and business. Both need to be incentivized in order to 
incorporate cryptocurrency, our vision is connected with a 
strategic plan to create the adoption.

INCENTIVE AND REWARDS

USER REWARDS



Note: Interactions will have a point value based on the 
interaction type and other factors.

EXAMPLE OF INTERACTIONS
THAT GET REWARDS

1

2

3

4

6

7

9

5

8

10

Check-ins Explore 

Content sharing Liking

Online shopping Posting content

Social interaction Recommendations

Rate places or 
activities

Places status 
reporting
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POINT SYSTEM AND TYPES

There are multiple ways to track the scores and achievement that you 
may already be familiar with. GeniePoints/GenieCoins are awarded to 
users for successfully completing special tasks and challenges within 
the ecosystem. In Pointgenie app we will use GeniePoints and in 
blockchain ecosystem GenieCoins.

Each of these points will have a function within our ecosystem.

GeniePoints GenieCoins SuperCoins

These are usable within the 
PointGenie app ecosystem 
and are similar to frequent 
flyer miles. These points are 

used to “earn and exchange”.
As well, redeemable points 
like in any economy ensure 
everything runs smoothly 

and to avoid massive inflation 
or deflation.

Every time you see your 
redeemable point you will 

also see the value in your Fiat 
currency according to the 
real GenieCoin value in the 

exchanges.

The purpose of these 
coins is to create a 

behavior for altruism 
and user rewards.

The use of these 
crypto coins will be to 
thank each other for 
a job well done in a 

challenge and to mint 
our crypto.

Will be Coins that will 
be rewarded for special 

tasks, challenges, or 
quests on a surprise’s 

basis. These SuperCoins 
can show up anywhere 

in world in a location, in a 
task and work exactly like 

a lottery.

These SuperCoins can 
contain thousands 
of GenieCoins Or 

GeniePoints to provide 
instant wealth to the 

community.
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BADGES

LEADERBOARD TYPES AND BADGES

These instruments have been used in different systems to tell about the 
status. People like badges for collecting or  pleasure when an unexpected 
badge shows up in the system, these also encourage social promotion and 
mark the completion of goals and the progress of users in the Pointgenie 
ecosystem. Next, we are going to name a few to illustrate.

The use of leaderboard is to make comparisons, display statistics, rank activities 
and users within the ecosystem.

We have designed different leaderboard types and apply to users and businesses:

A local view 
compares and 

ranks users and 
business in the 
system in their 

immediate area.

This view will 
compare users 
among other 

users within the 
system.

Compare and 
rank places and 

activities globally 
or internationally 

and will apply 
for users and 

business as well.

Locally Globally Socially



Bagdes
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Badges will be distributed and collected according to the type of 
activities and will provide the ranking status as well serve to distribute 
the Points/coins equitable based on ranking.

Freshmen Artists

Giver Superstar Celebrity

Explorer
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BUSINESS PLATFORM

Our business/service relies on data 
from the community and is always 
up to date based on the user’s 
actual location. We have identified 
multiple advantages over our 
competitors, looking for a unique 
differentiation. All the apps on the 
market offer alternatives chosen by 
proximity, ratings, reviews, closing 
hours, menus etc. Besides these 
characteristics, we provide a new 
level of information never offered 
before in this kind of application.

Pointgenie is aiming to become 
the first hybrid mobile application 
where businesses can receive 
payments from their consumers 
who own cryptocurrency within 
a simple, efficient, and secure 
platform.

Pointgenie provides a dashboard 
that provides analytics and CRM 
tools. This will track consumer visits 
among other features.

Businesses will discover how 
to expand their business and 
consumer reach in two different 
ecosystems from one single 
platform. When a business signs 
up for Pointgenie they open 
themselves to a new cryptocurrency 
and traditional community that is 
emerging and growing rapidly.



EXCHANGE APPLICATION
Consumers and businesses will be able to convert their coins into fiat 
currency and vice versa, this will be convenient to users and businesses 
to understand and price their service.

Pointgenie business app and platform will help businesses survive into the new emerging 
world of crypto economy. The business platform is intuitive, fun and informative for 
business owners and staff. Businesses will learn about brand awareness techniques, how 
to get more sales, advertising and more through our learning center.
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Business Platform
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These are just some of the disadvantages of using traditional 
merchant services, Pointgenie will bring control of the finance back 
to the business owners.

Today businesses face many challenges with traditional merchant 
services and we will help them overcome them with the use of 
blockchain technology.

PITFALLS ON CURRENT BUSINESS MODELS AND ADVANTAGES 
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TOKENOMICS

GENIECOIN DISTRIBUTION 

GenieCoins will be pre-minted.
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Tokenomics
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 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

USE OF PROCEEDS

Tokenomics
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TEAM MEMBERS TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

INVESTOR TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

ESCROWS AND MULTI-SIG WALLET

The team and founders can sell 10% of coins only 6 months after the investor’s 
distribution has been completed and the token is in exchanges.

Every year they are allowed to sell increments of 15% of their total coins to maintain 
the commitment with the company and require an authorization of the 4 escrow 
holders to sell.

The token distribution will initiate 90 days after the ICO has been completed and  will 
be accredited in their back office in increments of 5% every 15 days and withdrawals 
to the wallets must be approved and managed by smart contracts.

The company won’t be 100% decentralized because we are doing a tokenization of 
the platform PointGenie and GenieCoin will be operating as a subsidiary company, 
the parent company will be Pointgenie LLC.

Escrow will be determined as follow

CEO External Advisor VotedStakeholder with higher 
amount of company shares



COMPANY

MISSION VISION
Our Mission is to connect the world’s 
businesses and consumers in one single 
platform, offering to our members 
highly valuable and accurate on demand 
information, permitting connectivity of 
people, places, and experiences.

As a result of our service and capabilities, 
businesses are provided with a large-
scale marketing tool and our consumers 
with the premier social engagement 
and planning tool/adviser at the time 
they are looking to find the next terrific 
experience.

Our vision is to create a broadly scoped 
network of businesses and consumers, 
allowing us to be the link that materially 
enhances social experiences around the 
world for users.

We believe in promoting lasting 
relationships and the overall improvement 
in the quality of life experiences for our 
members, community, stakeholders, and 
employees.
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With over 70 years of combined experience, more than 50 
projects developed and millions in assets managed we know 

what we are doing.

Eric Azcona
CEO & Co-founder

Kranthi Yadav
CTO & Co-founder

Steven J. Landzberg
CFO

Akash Jindal
Lead Mobile Developer
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